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The western worfd t.s now suffering from the J-inited moraT
outl-ook of the three previous generations The two evi L s
are : one , the ignoration of the true rel-ation of each organi sm

to : ts environment; and the other, the habit of ignoring the
intrinst-c worth of the environment which must be aLTowed :ts
weight in any consideration of final ends.

Al-fred North whitehead
Science and the modern wor1d, ]-925

If we are concerned about fand abuse, we have begun a profound
work of economic criticism. Study of the history of land use
(and any focal- history wiLL do) informs us that we have had for
a Tong time an economy that thrives by undermining r ts own
f oundations . Industrialism, which r.s the name of our economy,
and which Ls now virtuaTly the onTy economy of the wor7d, has
been f rom : ts beginnings LI? a state of riot. It Ls based
squareTy upon the principfe of vioLence toiard everything on
which it depends.

Wendell Berry
The Na tura-Z Farmer, Fal1 1998

We routineTy produce economjsts who Tack the most rudimentary
understanding of ecoTogy or thermodynamics. This expfains why
our national accovnting systems add the price of the sal e of a

bushel of wheat to the gross nationaT product whiTe forgetting
to subtract the three bushe-I. s of topsoi 7 Tost to grow i t . As a
resul. t of incomplete education, w€ have f ooTed ourse-7 ves into
thinking that we are much richer than we are.

David Orr
The EcoLogist August 1,999

A7l- that Ties just beLow the surf ace has in :. t a Targe el-ement
of capitaT, the produce of man's past Tabour. Those free gifts
of nature which Ricardo cl assed as the ' inherent' and
'rndes tructibLe' propertr es of the soi 7 have been TargeJy
modified; partly impoverished and partTy enriched by the work
of many generatrons.

Alfred Marshal-1
PrincipTes of economics 1947

We have so mastered science and engineering that we can keep
the cost going down even as we use the stuff up.

Amory Lovi-ns
Rocky l4ountain fnstr Eute NewsL etter
Winter 7992
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Abs trac t

Conventional frameworks for the assessment of agricultural
production practices, such as financial accounting and input -output
analys j-s, f aiI to fu1ly recognize and represent many of the
connections and flows within agroecosystems. A more holistic,
ecological understanding of agricultural practices is required for the
purpose of determining which practices are ecologically economical,
and to reveal shadow efficiencies which may be hidden by convent:-onal
analytical approaches .

fn the initial stage of an ecol-ogical accounting exercise on
farms in Tamil Nadu, a body of literature (handbooks, articles and
research reports) was collected and reviewed for the purpose of
identrfying concepts, methods and baseline data that can shape and
inform a new, holistic analytical approach: on- farm ecological
accounting. This paper presents some of the insights gained durrng the
review of the collected resources, as well as the list of resources,
grouped by subj ect area.
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Groot and Martin Bender for granting permission t.o reproduce portions
of their work in this presentation " I also want to thank Dr. Chopra
and Dr. Bisaliah, Ms. Preeti Sethi and all the others who have worked
to arrange this important gathering. Funding for this research comes
from the Foundation for World Education.
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Introduc t ion
I first encountered the concept of on-farm ecological accountrng

in 1989, while I was an int.ern at the Land Institute, a small,
independent agricultural research institute 1n Salina, Kansas, l-n the
USA. In fact, I have taken the title of my presentation from a
question that I once heard being asked by the Land Insti-tute' s co-
founder and president, Wes Jackson. Wes asked, "What would it mean to
set up the books for on-farm ecological accounL:-ng?" I was quite
challenged by Wes's question, and during the decade since I left the
Land Institute I have often wondered what it would mean to set up the
books for on-farm ecological accounting.

This challenge became more enticing and imperative for me

recently after I settled at Annapurna farm, a 135 acre organic farm
that is a part of the experimental , i-nternatronal township called
Auroville, near Pondicherry. At Annapurna we produce primarily
freldcrops: oilseeds, grains and pulses, but also milk, and fodder for
the cattle.

Over time, we, the managers of the farm, have come to understand
that the farm's financial accounts provide only a partial picture or
assessment of our performance as farm managers. We believe that our
accounts, in fact, tell us little, if anything, about the ecological
sustar-nability of ou,r approach to f ood production.

This dis; uncture, between our monetary bal-ance and our ecological
balance is not surprising Lf , as Paul- Ekins insists, "practically
every marketed act:-vity or product that uses environmental- resources
is underpriced" (Ekins L996 p . 145 ) . By this, Ekins means that a
product's price in the marketplace is an imperf ect or incompl-ete, and
therefore misleading representation of that product's cost of
production. Others have also recognized this inadequacy of market
prices (Barbier L994, Maler et al. L994, CosLanza et al. L997, Odum

L994) .

After working on farms and studying the political economy of
agriculture, I have come to the conclusion that in many instances
conventional economists mistakenly regard exploitation as efficiency.
I have observed that the competitive atmosphere of a free market
generates economic selection pressures which advantage the most
ruthless exploiter.

Because our conventional accounting approach is not a reliable
indicator of the ecological viability of our practices, we are looking
for a way to analyze our production practices in terms of their
ecological sustainability. An ecological accounting would be of
particular interest to us, and particularly appropriate, because
Annapurna is not a business in any conventional sense. The labour of
the 4 managers is decommodif ied, in the sense that we are vol-unteers,
compensated entirely in kind. The land is also decommodified, by which
I mean that it is not the private property of an individual. It has a

specified purpose, which is to be a farm, and the land is not expected
to generate monetary profit. Our responsibility as managers at
Annapurna is not to make money. Rather, we are expected to produce
food in ways that are ecologically economical. I suspect that our time
horizon is longer, and the breadth of our considerations is greater
than those of farmers who produce food for profit.
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Our peculiar situation has a number of material consequences. For
example, to conserve biodiversity we maintain an in situ seeC bank
with approximately 3 0 traditional varieties of rice . We use indigenous
cattle in our dairy, even though exotic breeds might be more
profitable. To reduce our use of groundwater, we catch and store
monsoon rain l-n a 7,BOO mt pond which we have created,. To provide space
for other creatures, a large portion of the farm is planted to mixed
forest. Along with farming organically, these are some of the things
that would probably be regarded as uncompetitive, or as having a
prohibitive opportunity cost by conventional economists.

In order to gain a clearer understanding of the impact of our
production and conservation practices on the physical, chemical,
biological and energetic flows, relationships and storages at
Annapurna, and to assess such impacts against indicators of
sustainability, I have started to wrestle with the question, "what
would it mean to set up the books f or on- f arm ecological accolrnting? "
My presentation today is the outcome of the first stage of this
empirical, ecological accounting exercise. I have started the exercise
by reviewing over 100 articles, book chapters, research reports and
handbooks to identify existing concepts, methods and baseline data
that can inf orm and shape an approach to ecol-ogical account ing . I want
to share with you what I have learned while reviewing this collection
of material.

I should point out that Annapurna's managers are the intended
primary beneficiaries of this ecological accounting exercise. By this,
I mean that the study is primarily intended to inform the managers'
day to day decision making process, as well as ther-r long range
development strategy and priorities for the farm.

I should also add that. in this paper I will not discuss the very
contentious and complex issue of valuation of unpriced environmental
resources and services. I will not. discuss valuation because my
empirrcal exercise at Annapurna will attempt valuation only after an
ecological accounting methodology has been developed and applied,
which is likely to take years. Another reason that I will not discuss
valuation is that it is an enormous issue which itself requires
considerable additional attention, especially the challenge of
incorporating shadow values and costs into policy, and into
transactions and exchanges in a marketplace.

However, in the attached references I have included resources and
studies that address the valuation of unpriced envi-ronmental goods and
services .

Ecological Accounting; ulhy and How?
The need for agricultural ecological accounting has become

apparent as people have recognized shortcomings or limitations of
existing analytical approaches, which tend to focus on single or
isolated aspects of agriculture, particularly the inability of
conventional analysis to effectively diagnose or address agriculture's
worsening unsustainability. Reductionistic and mechanistic analyttcal
approaches have indeed generated solutions to agricultural problems.
But far too many of these solutj-ons have over time demonstrated
serious dysfunctions, often because the designers of such solutions
regard the agro-ecosystem as nothing more than a factorY.
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According to Giampietro et al. :

fn general, the assessment of technologies of agricultural
production is based on the calculation of ratios, such as
kilograms of crop or livestock produced per hectare of land
tilled per hour of labour This approach becomes
problematic when a horistic assessment of costs and
benefits rel-ated to the management of ecosystems for
agrrcultural production is desired (1,992a p. a51) .

Examples of the conventional approach are Ruthenberg (1980) and
Heichel (797 4) .

Hannon et al. similarly have observed:

Accounting of material and energy flows has long been an
important tool in ecosystem ecology. But each material is
usually handled separately and rndependently. The
connections between mat.erials , energy, plants , animals ,

etc. have not been incorporated rnto the accounting
framework, and ' service' or informat ion flows ( such as
flower pollination by bees) are usually ignored (1991 p.
19s).

The failure of conventional accounting frameworks to acknowledge
externalities, defined as "uncertain social- costs transferred to other
social groups , or to future generations" (Mart Lrtez-Alier L99\ p.118 ) ,

al-so cal1ed "shadow prices" (de Groot Lg94), or t'shadow costs,, (Subak
L999) , is another reason that we must develop a more adequate approach
for assessing t.he performance of agricultural systems. Barbler
explains that :

The market mechanisms determining the 'prices' for natural
resources and products derived from natural resource
systems do not automatically take into account wider
environmental costs, such as disruptions to ecol-ogical
functions, dssimilative capacity, amenity values, and other
environmental impacts or foregone option and existence
values Nor do market mechanisms account for any user
cost-the cost of foregoing future direct or indirect use
benefits from resource depletion or degradation today (1994
p. 311) .

Yet another criticism of conventional methods of assessing
agriculture' s perf ormance is their normat j-ve expectation that
agricultural systems wiIl behave and perform with mechanistic
predicLability (Soule and Piper 7992, Rees and Wackernagel L994
pp.3 64-35s) .

Ecol-ogical accounting should become an analytical tool or method
which provides farmers and scientists with an impressj-on of how
multiple ecological processes on a farm are interacting and
performing . Ecological account ing wi 1 1 undoubtedly reveal new rns ight s
into agriculture. To do this, it will require the adoption of a new
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way of seeing, as well as an emphasis on concepts not previously
considered. It will also require an extension of the time horizon of
analysis (Soule and Piper L992, Giampietro et al. L992a) .

According to Judith Soule and Jon Piper (L992) , researchers must
adopt an "ecological perspective". SouIe and Piper assert that:

The ecological perspective differs from the economic
perspective with respect to both the complexity of
factors involved in the system and the long time frame of
consideration An ecological ti-me f rame, in contrast
to the short time frame of economics, permits the tracking
of slow, insidious losses and beneficial effects that take
more than a fiscal year to show up. An holisLic, long term
perspective r-s simply more appropriate to biological
systems and essential for gaining an understanding of
sustainability in agriculture (1,992 p.80 ) .

Soule and Piper elaborate how their proposed ecol-ogical
perspective will shape agricultural scientists' questions :

Ecologists ask how ecosystems functron, how they are
sustained by sunlight, how species interact and coexlst,
and how energy and materials circulate within and between
adj acent ecosystems . A move toward a sustainable
agriculture implies that similar questions ought to be
asked about agroecosystems. Researchers should be
attempting to understand the functioning of agroecosystems
rather than simply trying to manipulate their functioning.
They should be asking how to make agroecosystems function
more on sunlight and less on fossil fue1s. They should
invest igate whether some crops might grow bett.er together
rather than alone in certain cases. And they should be
trying to obtain efficient circulation of energy and
materials within agroecosystems and to minimize or take
advantage of exports to adjacent ecosystems (L992 p. B0) .

Additionally, they point out that, "adopting an ecological
approach to agriculture means a shift toward dealing with unique
circumstances and a simult.aneous shift away from general formula
solutions applied over a broad range of conditions" (L992 p.B0).

Carl Fol-ke et aI . also address what it will mean to break away
from the conventional analytical perspective:

Successful attempts to integrate ecological and economic
research requires lsic.I that ecol-ogical systems be viewed
as sets of processes rather than a collection of resources,
and that we focus on ecosystem behavior and discontinurties
(system thresholds that mark the limits of system
resilience ) A challenge f or ecological economi-cs is
to incorporate the dynamic components of ecological systems
into economic analysis (tgg+ p.13 ) .
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Others insist that researchers should be more attentive to
natural system efficiencies (Van Tassel 1998 ) , which we might call
shadow efficiencies, and the value of ecosystem health ( Corry 1998 ) .

It is clear that ecological accounting will require us to see and
think about agriculture in different terms than we have in the past.

Critical concepts for ecological accounting
Two critical concepts for ecological accounting are natural

capital and carrying capacity. Herman Daly defines natural- capital
,.the stock that yields the f low of natural- resources" (L994 p.3 0 ) .

emphasi zes that "natural- capital is divided into two kinds
renewable and non-renewable" (1994 p.30). And, he adds, "natural
capital was not and cannot be made by man" (L994 p . 3 0 ) . Rees and
Wackernagel add that:

dS,
He

Natural capital is not just an invent orY of resources; it
includes atI those components of the ecosphere, and the
structural relationships among them, whose organizaLlonal
integrity is essential for the continuous self -production
of the system itself (L991 p.4 ) .

Clear recognition of the role and value of natural capital is
imperative for ecological accounting so that the liquidation or
d,est.ruction of natural capltal, a process of impoverishment, is not
mrstakenly regarded as income or wealth creation, as routinely occurs
in conventional accounting(Orr 1999, Serafy and Lutz 1989 p.3) .

The second critical concept, carrying capacity, is, according to
Paul Erlich, "central to t.he discipline of ecological economLcs" (L994
p.42) . Ertich defines carrying capacity ds, "the maximum population
sLZe of a given species that an area can support without reducing rts
ability to support the same species in the future" (L994 p.a2) .

The concept of carrying capacity is emphasized because ecological
economists are aware of the existence of biophysical limits, an
awareness not shared. by neoclassical economists (Costartza et aI. L991b
p.59). One dramatic illustration of biophysical limits is the fatigue
of the green revolution. The diminishing returns that we are
witnessing in green revolution agriculture demonstrate the Iimits of
chemically dependent agriculture (Repetto L994) . One major research
challenge for on-farm ecological accounting will be to discover and
document the limits of well- manaqed organic farms.

Frameworks for on-farm ecological accounting
To acquire insight into how I might actually apply ecological

accounting at Annapurna, to shape and inform my own empirical study, i
col-lect.ed and read over 100 articles, chapters, handbooks and reports,
surveying some of the thinking and applications that have been done to
date. Since agricultural ecological accounting is stilI more of a

concept or aspiration than a refined discipline, I looked for guidance
from approaches such as environmental economics, input-output analysis
and, agricultural sciences, in addition to the nascent literature
id.entifying itself with ecological economics. From this survey, I
identified two studies which I would classify as agricultural
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ecological accounting. I also identified two methodologies that could
inf orm an on- f arm ecol-ogical accounting exercise .

Bruce Hannon defines an ecological accounting system as:

A framework in which the quantified connections between
organisms (individual species, coll-ections of species) and
their abrotic environment can be placed and balanced,
without ambiguity, omission or double counting exchanges,
at any scale which the investrgator chooses. 'Connections'
means any kind of exchange of product or service (e.9.,
nectar from a plant, pollination time from an insect)
between ecological processes (e.9. , insect. and plant ) ( 1991
p.23s).

Selecting on the basis of Hannon's definition, I identified two
works that I would classify as agricultural ecological accounting;
Martin Bender's report, "A general accounting framework for ecologrcal
systems: a relational database methodology for human
systems" ( forthcoming) , and the article, "Assessment of different
agricultural production practices", by Giampietro et al. (1992a) .

Two other works, Rudolf de Groot's (L994) environmental function
analysis, and Vandana Shiva's (1995) biodiversity based productivity
framework, also offer constructive approaches.

Martin Bender is directing a 10-year study of the energetics of
an organic farm belonging to the Land Institute. The study, which is
completing its seventh year, is designed in part to discover what
portion of the farm's energy requirements can be satisfied from
renewable sources on the farm itself. Bender has used the wealth of
data that he has collecLed to develop a sophisticated relational
database program which he proposes f or various, agricult.ural as well
as non-agricult.ural, applications . In his article, Bender presents the
application of his database framework Lo soybean production. From the
production process, he has collected data to inform 29 fields in the
database (see table 1 for fields in Bender's database) Table 2 shows
the results of the analysis performed by the database.

Bender's proposed general accounting framework has been used in
this example to analyze the energetics of soybean production. He
suggest.s that the database could be used as a tool to anal-yze other
aspects of a lifestyle or a production process, such as nutrient flow,
changes in soil health or the release of greenhouse gas. Energy
efficiency is only one indicator of sustainabitity. It would be a
considerable challenge to build a relational database that tracks or
monitors and analyzes the multiple indicators of agricultural
sustainability, but ultimately this is precisely what r-s needed for
agricultural ecological accounting. And Bender's work demonstrates
that relational database software can be a valuable tool.
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Table I "

Database fields (Bender forthcoming, used here with permission)

Frelds Data

Dorvnstreanr Agent L,M

ect

Descriptton

Number of hours.

Number of hours.

Specific fuels, inc rng e ectncrty

Appearance (import or internally produced output) or drsappearance (export or
consumed input) of a surpply with respect to system boirndary. Hence, four entrtes:

import, outpLrt, export, and input. Entry of output notes that the ttem ls a prodLrct or

oLrtgoing surpply, not an inpurt. Entries of disappearance rndicate records rn whrch the

downstream agent or assocrated enterprrse rs charged the valr-re for the ecologrcal

property of the surpply (see SLrpply and Supply Origrn fields).

P

Event Number A,M Unique number to identify record

Date M For an event, or last date in en o regu ar event

Object Year A,M Year in Date field, or year of outpr-rt

Date field.
enterprises which may be ater than year in

Recipient o sr,rpplies in a flow event (entries in h Upstreanr and Downstreattr

Agent fields), or sole agent in a non-florv event. An exchange of two associated flows

such as a trade of goods, is entered as two records with the two agents switched in thc

second record.

Downstream Sector A,M an ours classrfications for indr"rstry, governmen t or households. depending on the

desired accounting categories, if any at all. If entry in Dolvnstream Agent field rs fi'om

the list, then the entry here would be entered autonratically fi'om a corresponding
program file.

Upstream Agent L,M Donor of supplies in a flow event.

[Jpstream Sector A,M Same lst as for Downstream Sector field
Activity L Industrial processes, agricultural tasks, governnrent services, household activities. ctc.

Examples of agricultural actrvities include field operation, anintal care, repair.

construction, transportatton, and a ferv other general tasks. Special activities u,oLrld be

in list for Subobject field orcould be nTanr"rally entered in tlrat field.

EqLripnrent L.S Specific vehicles. tractors. indLrstrial machines, draft aninrals, farm implenrents,

appliances, tools, etc

Horse Labor M
Hurnan Labor M
Fuei L
Fuel Amount M Accordin to Fue Units le ld

Fuel Units A Units that the arnount is grven in. Dictated by selection in Fuel Fie

L,S Oblect(s) and/or enterprise(s )for rvhich activity was done. For example, a list for a

farni would contain specific crops, livestock. tractors, velricles, irnplements,

equipment, buildings, bins. etc. Since objects and enterprises are focal points for thc

remaining fields below, a supplementary data table may also include keyed

supplementary tables from Plots and/or Itent Description fields.

SLrbobject L,M S fic part of enterprise in Object field for rvhrch activrty was done. Subobject maypecl
be physical (e g., fence forthe cattle) or a special activity (c.g., vetcrtnary care of
cattle)

Plots L,S To indicate the plots of land associ ated with tlre activity and ob;ect, such as tillage of
crops on a farm

Acreage A Acreage of plots indrcated in Plots fi
fi'om values for plots in progranr file

eld for enterprise chosen in Object field. surnmed

Item Description M,S For internal reference, fi'eestyle description of itenr in the event. A sLrpp lementary data

table would also include entries in the remaining fields below

Item Monetary
Amount

M Dablt for downstreant agent and credit for upstream agent. UsLrally entered in records

of transport activities
Itenr Amortization
Period

M Esti US u I ett nre of item in years.

Item Disposition
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Supply

Origin of supp erm ines the value of ecologrcal property for sLrpply. Entries madev
when there are entries of disappearance in the Item Disposition field. Three possible

entnes for origin are: import, internal (system), and internal (a-eent). There could also

be other entries of origin if they have unique values forthe ecological propefty of the

supply

Supply Property
Type

Property r which atypical value is entered in Supply Property Value field

a) L, selectron fl'om a standardized field list; M. Manual entry; P, pushbLrtton entry; A, automatrcally entered by

software. sometimes fi"ont a program file: S. supplementary data table keyed to the main data table in order to store

murltiple entries for field(s) in an event. Each field list is constructed by user according to database application.

L,S The embodied energy (inputs and some outputs) or gross energy content (sonre

oLltputs) of an entry in Item Description field is dictated by thc entD/ in this field. The

entry in Item Descrrption field is matched by selection of an entry for this field fi'om a

large list of processed sLrpplies and senri-processed basic materials. If entry in lten,

Descrrption field is not in this list. then it must be disaggregated into simplified
cornposition of supplies and/or nTaterials that are in this lrst. For each property in the

accounting, such as embodied energy or carbon droxide emission. there rvould be a

separate program file containing knou,n factors for various supplies and materials tlrat

would be applied to qLrantities rn the SLrpply Amount field. A surpplementary data table

u,ould also include entries in the ren,aining fields below.

Supply Category L Entry fi'onr a list of accounting categories ort e supplies in the list for Supply fie
For example, the categories for a farm might include crop, seed. feed, animal and other

suppl , the last one irrcluding unlisted supplies as well as sonle listed ones.

Supply Orrgin P

Supply Amount M Quantity according to Supply Units field
Supply units A Units that the anrount is given in. Dictated by selection in Supply field
Supply Property
Value

M Entered factor of atypical value for ecological property of listed surpply that ovcrrides
standard factor stored in corresponding prograrn frle.

M



Table 2.

Soybean energv budget generated from database program (Bender forthcoming, used here with permission).

Input

Human labor
Freld operation

Tractor and con,bine
Draft horses
Hand-hoeing n,eeds

Preparation for field operation
Tractor. combine & intplements
Draft horse hamesses

Transportation
Prorated human labor

Repair of tractors, combrnes
and trucks
Horse care
Production ofon-farnt horse feed'
Amortized. constructed faci litreso'b

Total labor

Supplies
Liqurd fuels
Feed for draft lrorses and foal
Seed and inoculant
Freight transport to dealers'

Subtotal

Prorated machinerv and facilities
Tractor reparr
Matenals for horse care
Amortized caprtal

Pick-up truck and grain truck

I:TIT:" 
back-up tractor

lmplements

:H:?il:#?t]i,,,,.,",
Freight transport to dealers'

Subtotal
Total input

05
l5
08

QLrantrty
(Lrnrt/ha)

--hor,rrs/ha-

(r.1

8.0
85

Energy
(MJ/ha)

460
600
640

40
1r0
60

120
380
480
120

3,01 0

3.21 0

E30
1.070

220
5.330

l6
51
64
r6
,10.1

glha--l(

--i<g/ha-
7l
246
52
(201 ;
369

7

I

7l
(i38)
l_r8

5ol

4.(r MJ/MJ
0 I ll<g/M j
I SMJiMJ

4r0
360
1,520
390
70

810
150

4,050
9,380 wr'o labor
12.390 with labor

3

5

8

7

30

200
140

Ratio (oLrtpurt/total rnpLrt)
Without labor wrth labor

Output
Oilseed yreld
Protern yield
Oil yreld

--kg/ha-
2.560
1,020
460

MJ/ha
43,0 r 0

I 7,1 00

3.5Mii MJ
0 0821<g/MJ
I.4MJi MJ

a) Due to underemployment of horses, inputs for horses were decreased by a factor of 0.28 to reflect the prorating that would
result fronr full employment of 5 horses, the number that would be needed if the 50 acres of crops \vere farmed only wrth horses
b) Barn, horse, feed storage (hay shed and grain brns), horse stalls, fencing, water sLrpply, harness storage.
c) Delivery of purchased matenals fi'onr factories to dealers, not including horse feed produced on farm.
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Mario Giampietro, Giovanni Cerretelli and David Pimentel (1992a)
acknowledge the complexity of agricultural systems, and, dccordiTtgl-y,
assess four different approaches to beef production using a number of
different scales. Giampietro et aI. use six different parameters; "(i)
requirement of land, (ii) requirement of labor, (iii) level of
technological capitalizaL:-ort, (iv) ecological impact, (v) ratio of
densrties of energy throughput: the system of production and the
ecosystem expToited, (and) (vi) sustainability of the production" (L992a
p .454) , in their assessment of different agr:-cultural practices .

A great deal of their assessment is done by converting parameters
into energy equivalents. The final parameter, "sustainability of the
production", which is curiously considered apart from "ecol-ogical
impact", is determined by considering the system's dependency on non-
renewable fossil fue1, and by averaging the following indicators;

-soil erosion and rate of water runoff;
- change in paramet.ers describing the soi 1 ( structure ,

organic matter content, soil biota, etc. ) ;
-Ioss of bi-ological diversity, ofl a regional basis;
-decrease in standing plant biomass;
-increase in chemical and organic pollution in the

ecosystem (L992a p. 455) .

Unfortunately, the measurement and interpretation of these
sustainability indicators is not thoroughty elaborated, particularly
the matter of adjudicating between agricultural systems which score or
perform inconsistently across indicators .

Their framework is notable for its recurring reference to the
limits of natural ecosystems as indicators of sustainabl-e production
levels. The use of nature for instructive benchmarks is further
elaborated and developed in their paper, "Energy analysis of
agricul,tural ecosyst.em management : human return and sustainabiLtLy"
(Giampietro et dl ., L992b) .

Giampietro et al. propose the concept of "biophysical capital";

to describe the ecosystem's ability to use solar energy for
self-organtzaLion: that is, the generation of biophysical
processes that maintain the biosphere's structure and
function The biophysical capital of an ecosystem can
be assessed by the quantity of solar energy that is used in
the work of self-organization (w m 2) This parameter is
determined by the quantity of standing biomass (Kg m 2) and
by the energy dissipated to maintain 1 kg of biomass
structure (w kg t ) (L992a p . a52) .

They calculate the
the area altered by
(L992a p. ass ) .

Giampietro et

"biophysical capital affected" (BCA) by multiplyrng
the biophysical capital of the wild ecosystem

al. maintain that

. implies that human exploitation of
Ieaves in the ecosystem a flow of energy

Sustainability
natural processes
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sufficient to maintain the stability of its biophysical
capi-taI, that is, its original structures/functions.
Coming to sustainability l-n agriculture, if the agro-
ecosystem is not in a steady state and resources are
harvested from the biological compartment at a rate higher
than that at which they are produced, then agricultural
production implies a slow destruction of rts
structure / function (L992a p . a52) .

Another aspect of agricultural assessment which Giampietr:o et a1 .

repeatedly emphasize the importance of is the production system's
social or cul-tural context. They insist that: "any assessment of
agricultural production should address the type of interaction between
human society and its envj-ronment" (1992a p. 451) . Although they
emphasize this point, they do not elaborate it greatly or apply it
systematicalty. This is unfortunate because analysis of social context
can reveal those relations of production which will be possible, which
will be unlikely, and which will perhaps be entirely prohibited, each
of whrch comes with its own environmental possibilities and limits
(".g. , Strange 1988) . For example, as I mentioned earlr-er, in a very ,t
compeEitive economl-c environment, the pressures to discount the
present and future value of land and labour make it unlikely that one
wilI find many farmers who adequately replenish their soil's fertility
naturally. fn such an economic context it is hardly surprising that
most farmers simply cannot afford to farm sustainably.

Giampietro et aI. present an approach to assessment which can
provide a basis, or elements for a comprehensive framework for
agrr- cul tural ecologi cal account ing .

In my review of the l-iterature, one proposed f ramework stood out
for its emphasis on biodiversity. Vandana Shiva's biodiversity based
productivrty framework provides a biodiversity-centric framework for
the assessment of agricultural- systems. Shiva's framework is
structured to inventory the biological resources on a farm and to
identify and quantify the monetary values of the services that such
resources perform.

The framework proposed by Shiva is simple, intended for use at
the grassroots, and intended, she says, to "be adapted to reflect the
complexity of the socio-economic context of farming" (L995 p . 2 0 ) . This
framework is indeed unigue because of its focus on an issue that
others have not rigorously addressed, dr omission that is surprrsing
considering both the importance of biodiversity, and the alarming rate
of biodiversity's erosion (Erlich and Erlich L992) . Yet, at the same
time, the omission of biodiversity from agricultural accounting
assessments is understandable, given the difficulty of finding a way
to properly and meaningfully credit those farmers who practice in sltu
conservation of endangered varieties of crops and animals.

For example, Giampietro et a}. maintain that biodiversity is to
be preserved in an area that is to be kept wild (L992a p.453), but
they do not specify whether this wild space is on the farm or off the
farm, nor do they suggest. who should bear such expense.

Shj-va's framework is also notably unique in its si-mplicity.
Shiva's approach and the approach by Giampietro et aI. demonstrate the
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two extremes of the complexity spectrum that one might find in
agricultural ecological accounting.

A methodology proposed by Rudolf de Groot for recognLzl-l;rg and
calculating the value of ecosystem functions can be useful for shaping
on-f arm ecological accounting studies. De Groot's 'tfunction
evaluati-on" uses'ta checklist of 37 functions that can be attributed
to natural ecosystems " (L994 p . 153 ) . De Groot def i-nes envi-ronmental-
functions ds, "the capacity of natural processes and components to
provid.e goods and services that satisfy human needs (directly and/ or
indirectly) " (L994 p.152) . He categorLzes the functions according to
"regulat ion funct ions , carrier funct ions , product ion funct ions , and
rnformaticn functions" (p.L52) . Table 3 contains de Groot's list of
environmental functions .

I reproduce de Groot's list of envj-ronmental functions here
because the llst can help to identify dynamics that should not be
omitted from a farm's ecological balance sheet. The list helps one to
begin to see things differently, from an ecological perspective.

De Groot applies his list of functions in a matrix against
various approaches to valuation, as a procedure for calculating the
complete value of environmental- functions.
Parameters for on- farm ecological accounting

The studies and articles that I reviewed identified a number of
different parameters that should ideally be included in an on-farm
ecological accounting exercise . These incl-ude; soil, water, energy,
nutrients, pollutants, productivity and biodiversity.

Soil- should be monitored in a number of respects. According to
Soule and Piper, "if sustainabitity is the goal, the soil, &s the
prime determinant of an agroecosystem' s carrying capac LLy ,

becomes the ma j or f ocus of research and stewardship " (1,992 p . 82 ) .

Grampietro et al. maintain that one indrcator of sustainability is,
"change in parameters describing the soil (st.ructure, organi-c matter
content, soil biota, etc.)" (1,992a p.456), as well as "soil
erosion" (a992a p.456) . Water holding capacity is also an important
characteristic.

In a comparative study of soil quality on conventional and
biodynamic farms in New Zealand, John Reganold, Alan Palmer, James
Lockhart and A. Neil Macgregor measured the soil's bulk density,
penetration resistance (at 0-20 cffi. , and 20-40 cm. ) , carbon content,
respirat ion, mineral i zable nitrogen, topsoi I thickness , cat ion
exchange capacity, total nitrogen, total phosphorous , pH, and
extractable phosphorous, sulfur, calcium, magnesium, and potassium
(Reganold et al. 1993) . According to Reganold et dl., "soil
respiration and the ratio of mineralizable nitrogen to organic carbon
give an indication of the microbial activity in the sorl
Earthworms were counted to give another indication of biological
activity" (1993 p. 341).
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Table 3.
Rudol f de Groot' s environmental functions (L994 p . 15a )

(included here with permission)
Regulation Functions
1. Protection against harmful cosmic influences
2. Regulation of the local and g1oba1 energy bal-ance
3. Regulation of the chemicaf composition of the aLmosphere
4. Regulation of t.he chemical composition of the oceans
5. Regulat j-on of the local and global climate
6 " Regulation of runoff and flood-prevention (watershed protection)
l. Watercatchment and groundwater recharge
B. Prevention of soil erosion and sediment control
9 " Formation of topsoil and maintenance of soil-fertility
l-0 . Fixation of solar energy and biomass production
11. Storage and recycling of organic matter
12. Storage and recycling of nutrients
13.Storage and recycling of human waste
14.Regul-ation of biological control mechanisms
15.Maintenance of mi-gration and nursery habitats
16 . Maintenance of biological (and genetic) di-versity

Carrier Functions-providing space and a suitable substrat,e for:
1. FIuman habitation and (indigenous) settlements
2 " Cultivation (crop growing, animal husbandry, aquaculture)
3. Energy conversion
4. Recreation and tourism
5. Nature protection

Production Functions
1. Oxygen
2 . Wat.er (f or drinking, irrigation, indus trY , etc . )

Food and nutritious drinks
Genetic resources
Medicinal- resources
Raw mat.eri-aIs for clothing and household fabrics
Raw materials for building, construction and industrial use
Biochemicals (other than fuel and medicines)
Fuel and energy
Fodder and fertilizer

Information Functions
1. Aesthetic information
2. Spiritual and religious information
3. Historic information
4. Cultural and artistic inspiration
5. Scientif ic and education informati-on

In the studies that I collected, energy also receives much
attention. The overall caloric gain ratio of a production process is
indicative of general energetic ef f iciency (Ueichel 79'7 4) , although it

?

4.
E

5.
'7.

9

10
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is important to distinguish between dependency upon renewable and non-
renewable energy inputs (Giampietro et aI. L992a) .

Monit.oring a farm's impact on groundwater availability and
quatity is a cruci-al component of ecological accounting, possibly more
critical than energy from an ecologrcal perspectrve.

Susan Subak(1999) has analyzed the release of greenhouse gases in
beef production. Greenhouse gas production is certainly an issue that
Ceserves greater attention.

It is also important to monitor the nutrient flow on a farm,
identifying storage sites and leakage points. One would want to track
nitrogen, in its many forms; nitrate, nitrite, ammonia and ammonium,
phosphorous and potassium, in addition to other nutrients, depending
on local circumstances that would make particular nutrients critical.
Special attention should be given to seasonal fluctuations of
availability that might correlate with local weather patterns and
brological activity"

Biodiversity can be inventoried, ds Vandana Shiva has proposed,
and such an inventory, if updated, can be used to recognize change
over t.ime. Such inventories can be useful at the vitlage, bioregional
or national level for informing the design and implementation of
conservation measures .

I believe that there is the possibility of broadening Bender's
database to include such parameters as soil characteristi-cs , water,
nutrients and biodiversity. Bender has demonstrated the tremendous
capacity of such software for tracking and analyzing complex data.

Conc 1us ion
The field of ecological accounting is young, and therefore has

tremendous scope f or development and application. This revj-ew of the
Iiterature suggests that there is much need for additional research
and work in the areas of developing and applying accollnt ing f rameworks
that incorporate multiple indicators of agriculture' s ecological
sustainability.

The academic resources and raw material for such a task are
abundant. Many resources are listed i-n the ref erence section of this
paper. The tools for such complex analysis are better than any that
we've had before, ds Martin Bender demonstrates with his application
of Oracle software. Perhaps Mapmaker or Mapmaker Pro software could be
appl-ied f or such a purpose. And, f inally, the crisis of agriculture
makes the need for such holistic analysis greater than ever before.

This paper is the initial product of an investigation which I am

beginning now, and which is likely to go on for several- years. Since I
have been trained in Rural Sociology, f am academically poorly
prepared for an exercise of such complexity. Consequently, I invrte
and welcome your comments, suggestions and criticisms. Moreover, I
hope that out of this meeting a group will be formed to
collaboratively develop and apply agricultural ecologrcal accountrng
in the Indian context.

I thank you for your kind attention.
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